Introduction
Robotics and intelligent machines need sensory information to behave autonomously in dynamical environments. Visual information is particularly suited to recognize unknown surroundings. Vision based control of robotic systems involves the fusion of robot kinematics, dynamics, and computer vision to control the motion of the robot in an efficient manner. The combination of mechanical control with visual information, so-called visual feedback control or visual servoing, is important when we consider a mechanical system working under dynamical environments (Chaumette & Hutchinson, 2008) . For the theoretically problem of three dimensional(3D) visual servo control based on the robot control theory, (Kelly et al., 2000) considered a simple image-based controller under the assumption that the objects' depths are known. (Chen et al., 2007) addressed the field-ofview problem for 3D dynamic visual feedback system using an image-space navigation function. In our previous works, we discussed the dynamic visual feedback control for 3D target tracking based on passivity (Murao et al., 2008) . On the other hand, applications of visual feedback system are also increasing in many fields. For example, recent applications of visual feedback system include the autonomous injection of biological cells (Yu & Nelson, 2001) , laparoscopic surgery (Omote et al., 1999) and others. Although visual information is necessary in order to recognize environments, only visual information is not enough to complete tasks in these applications. For example, not only visual information but also force information are needed to inject DNA to biological cells. Hence, integrating visual feedback control with force control is important for the modern robot. (Xiao et al., 2000) developed sensor fusion scheme for controlling an end-effector to follow an unknown trajectory on a contact surface. (Baeten et al., 2003) addressed a hybrid control structure for the eye-in-hand vision and force control. Although many practical methods are reported with experimental results, rigorous results have hardly been obtained in terms of the nonlinear control aspects. For this problem, (Dean-Leon et al., 2006) has combined image-based visual feedback control with force control and discussed the stability of the nonlinear system. The authors have proposed passivity based visual force feedback control law for force control with target tracking . Although these control laws guarantee Lyapunov stability and are effective for the visual force feedback system, they are restricted to planar manipulators. This chapter deals with 3D visual force feedback control for eye-to-hand systems as depicted in Fig. 1 . In our proposed method, we can control not only the position but also the orientation of the robot hand with a contact force in the visual force feedback system. The main contribution of this chapter is to show that the 3D visual force feedback system has the passivity which allows us to prove stability in the sense of Lyapunov. Both the passivity of the manipulator dynamics and the passivity of the visual feedback system are preserved in the 3D visual force feedback system. Finally simulation results are shown to verify the stability of the proposed method. 
Visual Feedback System
This section mainly reviews our previous works (Murao et al., 2008) (Murray et al., 1994) .
Basic Representation for Visual Feedback System
Visual feedback systems with an eye-to-hand configuration typically use four coordinate frames which consist of a world frame w  , a target object frame o  , a camera frame c  and a hand (end-effector) frame h  as in Fig. 1 In other words, our goal is to determine the motion of hand by using the visual information. The relative rigid body motion from c  to o  can be led by using the composition rule for rigid body transformations ( (Murray et al., 1994) , Chap. 2, pp. 37, eq. (2.24)) as follows:
The relative rigid body motion involves the velocity of each rigid body. To this aid, let us consider the velocity of a rigid body as described in (Murray et al., 1994) . We define the body velocity of the camera relative to the world frame w  as
, where wc v and wc  represent the velocity of the origin and the angular velocity from w  to c  , respectively ((Murray et al., 1994) , Chap. 2, eq. (2.55)). Differentiating (2) with respect to time, the body velocity of the relative rigid body motion co g can be written as follows (See ): 
Estimation Error System
The relative rigid body motion co g can not be immediately obtained in the visual feedback system, because the target object velocity is unknown and furthermore can not be measured directly. Hence, we consider the estimation problem of the relative rigid body motion co g .
The visual feedback control task requires information of the relative rigid body motion co g .
Since the measurable information is only the image information ) ( co g f in the visual feedback system, we consider a visual motion observer in order to estimate the relative rigid body motion co g from the image information )
Firstly, using the basic representation (4) 
This is dual to the estimation error system. ¶(14pt)
Passivity of Visual Feedback System
Combining (8) and (12), we construct the visual feedback system as follows: is the error function of the rotation matrix (see, e.g., (Bullo & Lewis, 2004) ). The block diagram of the passivity of the visual feedback system is shown in Fig. 2 . Let us take ce u as the input and ce  as its output in Fig. 2 . Thus, Lemma 1 implies that the visual feedback system (13) is passive from the input ce u to the output ce  as in the definition in (Schaft, 2000). A force is important to complete tasks which need a contact with environments. This section considers the visual force feedback control with a contact force (we call the dynamic visual force feedback control) based on the passivity which is a main contribution in this chapter. ¶(14pt)
Dynamic Visual Force Feedback System
The dynamics of n-link rigid robot manipulators with the end-effector constraint can be written as follows (Liu et al., 1999) ¶(9pt) \label{eqn:ManDyn} (16) where q , q  and q  are the joint angle, velocity and acceleration, respectively,  is the vector of the input torque. (16) 
Christoffel symbols. Now, we propose the control law for the manipulator as ¶(9pt) \label{eqn:tau} (22) which arises on the tangent space at the contact surface 0 ) (  q  (Liu et al., 1999) .
On the other hand, the body velocity of the hand b wh V is given by ¶(9pt) \label{eqn:J_b} (23) where
is the body manipulator Jacobian (Murray et al., 1994) . Moreover, we define the desired body velocity of the hand
which will be obtained from the visual feedback system. Then, h u can be represented as
We define the error vector with respect to the joint velocity of the manipulator dynamics as ¶(9pt) \label{eqn:s}
ref 22(24) ¶(9pt) Here, we know that the following relation holds (Liu et al., 1999) ¶ (9pt) 
are defined as the state, the input and the disturbance of the dynamic visual force feedback system, respectively. Here, we formulate the manipulator control problem as follows: Control problem : For the dynamic visual force feedback system with the eye-to-hand configuration described by (26), design a control input u such that ¶(9pt)
. 
Passivity of Dynamic Visual Force Feedback System
Before constructing the dynamic visual force feedback control law, we derive an important lemma.
Lemma 2 (29) 
where  is a positive scalar that only depends on the initial states of s, e F , c e and e e .
The block diagram of the passivity of the 3D dynamic visual force feedback system is shown in Fig. 3 . Remark 1 : The visual feedback system (13) satisfies the passivity property as described in (14). It is well known that the manipulator dynamics (16) also has the passivity. In Lemma 2, the inequality (27) says that the dynamic visual force feedback system (26) is passive from the
as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Block diagram of the 3D dynamic visual force feedback system ¶(14pt)
Passivity-based Dynamic Visual Force Feedback Control
We now propose the following control input for the interconnected system: Proof: In the proof of Lemma 2, we have already derived that the time derivative of V along the trajectory of the system (26) is formulated as (30). Using the control input (32), (30) can be transformed into ¶(9pt) \label{eqn:dot_V2_k}
This completes the proof. Theorem 1 shows the stability via Lyapunov method for the dynamic visual force feedback system. It is interesting to note that stability analysis is based on the passivity as described in (27). Our proposed method is valid for the 3D dynamic visual force feedback system, while previous works (Dean-Leon et al., 2006) consider the 2D dynamic visual force feedback control. Hence, we can control not only the position but also the orientation of the robot hand with a contact force in the visual force feedback system. ¶(14pt)
Simulation Results ¶(6pt)
The simulation results on 3DOF planar manipulator as depicted in Fig. 4 are shown in order to understand our proposed method simply, though it is valid for 3D dynamic visual force feedback systems. This chapter considers 3D visual force feedback control for eye-to-hand systems. In our approach, we can control not only the position but also the orientation of the robot hand with a contact force by using visual information. The proposed method can be regarded as an extension of the hybrid position/force control to the hybrid vision/force control. The main contribution of this chapter is to show that the visual force feedback system has the passivity which allows us to prove stability in the sense of Lyapunov. Both the passivity of the manipulator dynamics and the passivity of the visual feedback system are preserved in www.intechopen.com the visual force feedback system. Finally simulation results are shown to verify the stability of the proposed method. ¶(14pt) 
